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Abstract— In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) applications are 
gaining more and more attention in the automotive industry. For 
application development different technologies are used, typically
Linux-based, accompanied with various proprietary IDE tools.
Cross-platform applications are therefore not easy to create, 
ramp up time to start a development project is large and require 
specific know-how. In this paper, we propose an application 
environment based on open technologies, such as HTML5 and 
JavaScript for IVI application development, fully utilizing 
WebGL for advanced graphical effects. To further facilitate the 
development, we created a Java-based framework which allows 
creating and portability of cluster and IVI applications to the 
proposed application environment. Evaluation shows the 
feasibility of our approach and adequate graphical performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Existing In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) solutions are 
predominantly vendor-specific and have little support in the 
wider developer community. As a prospective solution, 
GENIVI alliance was founded in 2009, as an open source to 
provide a standard platform for Infotainment system 
designers. It consists of Linux-core services, middleware and 
open application layer interfaces. However, this platform lacks 
appropriate support which would facilitate the rapid 
prototyping and development of high level, rich graphical 
applications, mostly requiring developers to use native 
libraries to program GUIs.

In this paper we propose a new cross platform application 
development framework for IVI units. The framework enables 
easy development of 3D-enabled applications in a browser-
based environment for IVI screens inside the car. Using this 
framework, we can develop rich graphical automotive 
applications in Java or JavaScript languages. This allows 
portability across different platforms, facilitating both rapid 
prototyping and final deployment. The Framework enables 
usage of cameras, objects, lights, materials, sound effects and 
more.

In Section 2, we give the overview of the existing solutions
for GUI development in IVI systems, both in industry and 
academia. In Section 3 we present the architecture of the 
proposed framework. Section 4 presents evaluation results 
with regard to response time and code metrics when compared 
to the alternative approaches. Section 5 gives conclusions and 
directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In industry, there are several solutions aiming to facilitate 
GUI development for cars. Kanzi Rightware [1] is the tool for 
automotive industry, and has already been proven in 
production in Audi cars. Kanzi includes a complete User 
Interface Framework and robust API for application 
development.  EBGuide [2] is a technology for human 
machine interface (HMI) design, that enables the creation of 
HMIs for head units and instruments clusters. There are 
several research papers showing results of comparation 
between innovative 3D and a standard 2D user interface for 
automotive applications [3]. EBGuide enables integration of 
HTML5 content into native HMI. However, all the above 
approaches require proprietary tools and hardly reach the 
wider developer audience. There are significant differences 
between the old static school desktop UI application and 
modern Web/mobile applications with types of interactive 
content for a powerful user experience. For the development 
of more complex applications we need an environment that 
easily allows you to program such applications. Our 
Framework allows exactly that.

III. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

Automotive applications for cluster or a head unit screen

can be implemented using different technologies. They can be 

natively programmed utilizing e.g. QT, DirectFB and/or 

OpenGL. Secondly, the development may be done by means 

of a 3rd party HMI design tool. Finally, a complex application

environment may be utilized, such as Android (as in Android 

Auto [4]) or iOS (as in CarPlay [5]), but such environments 

lack a true and safe integration with other units within a car. 

The framework presented in this paper utilizes open 

technologies, such as HTML5 and WebGL.

The proposed Framework allows developers to write 

applications in Java and compile their code into highly 

optimized cross-platform HTML5 code. Framework is written 

in Java and C/C++, but it's executed in JavaScript after the 

compilation with the GWT plugin. Also, applications can be 

developed both in Java and in JavaScript, depending on the 

convenience and the developer know-how. This approach 

facilitates the prototyping, since applications written in Java 

can be equally executed on the PC, Android device or in 

browser. Overall software architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig.1 Software architecture including the proposed Framework

WebGL is a cross-platform web standard that is designed 

to define a specification for enabling 3D graphics, powered by 

OpenGL ES 2.0.  Our 3D UI framework is based on libGDX 

graphics library. One of the conditions of libGDX is that 

applications need to be written in Java, which is in accordance 

with our Java-based Framework.

Fig.2 Application development cycle with the proposed Framework

As we can see from Fig.2, application is coded in Android 

Studio or Eclipse based on Java. GWT generates JavaScript 

files from Java code allowing application to run in web 

browser.

IV. EVALUATION

Using the browser as a runtime environment on IVI-
systems can facilitate application development, especially with 
our Framework which offers a platform independence and low 
cost development. However, in order to evaluate the feasibility 
of our concept and in order to prove the foregoing statements 
we performed 2 experiments that show the features and 
performance of 3D and 2D applications launched in browser.

ThreeJS is a library which enables the use of WebGL –
3D drawing in browser [6], and it is used within the 
experiment as an alternative to our Framework, with regard to 
graphical performance. Two tests were executed, with the goal 
to assess results of 2D and 3D cluster GUI rendering when 
using the proposed Framework, versus the usage of ThreeJS.

Hardware platform used in both tests was based on a Intel 
Core i7 CPU. 3D GUI test application was based on a simple 
cluster GUI including the 3D model of the automobile 
rendered by the browser. 2D test consisted of a simple 2D 
cluster application. Both tests were implemented using the 
proposed Framework and Java programming language, and 
also directly in JavaScript based on ThreeJS library, and the 
application runtime environment was identical. The results 
give comparison regarding frames per seconds, draw calls, 
vertex count and maximum delta time, and are shown in Table 
I for 3D test and in Table II for 2D test.

As we can see from Table I, rendering speed expressed as 
frames per second is somewhat lower when using the 
proposed framework (3D test), however, for 2D test speed is
comparable. Max Delta Time is maximum time between two 
frames in the regarded second, and both tests show that the 
time is more consistent with the proposed framework. 
Command draw calls tell the GPU to render a certain set of 
vertices, using the calls to OpenGL, and it is more optimized 
with the proposed framework for 2D case. Assuming all 
results from both tests, it can be concluded that our 
Framework introduces minimal overhead when compared to 
almost native programming in JavaScript (utilizing ThreeJS).
However, the ability to provide easy development 
environment which is object oriented (Java), with the ability to 
perform prototyping on the PC and also easily port the code to 
different target platforms, should be enough to surpass the 
tradeoff of slight performance degradation in 3D rendering.

TABLE I

TABLE II.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown that Java-based 3D-enabled 
framework can be utilized within a HTML/JavaScript 
environments to develop In-Vehicle Infotainment Systems for 
cars. Evaluation results show minimal overhead when 
compared to native programming or programming directly 
with alternative JavaScript libraries, so the proposed solution 
is feasible. Future work will be focused on improving the 
frames per second performance, enabling faster, more efficient 
drawing and therefore increasing the user experience with 
regard to the response time as one of the key performance 
indicators.

                                  3D image
Frames per 

seconds
Draw 
calls

Vertex 
count

Max Delta 
Time

Proposed FW 29-40 11 19536 29 – 40 ms

Threejs 38-60 12 18600 16 – 99 ms

                               2D image

Frames per second Draw calls Max Delta Time 
Proposed FW 59-61 2 13 – 21 ms

Threejs 38-60 9 15 – 99 ms
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